珈琲焙煎工房

Hug

Our General Incorporated Association, The Support Net for Those with
Higher Brain Dysfunction, by utilizing welfare and other resources, seeks
to realize a society in which those with various physical and mental
challenges and those without can live and work together harmoniously.
Kohi Baisen Kobo HUG operates a B-Type Support Facility for Those with
Disabilities Who Wish or Are Able to Continue to Work (Shūrō Keizoku
Shien Jigyō B) at which coffee beans are carefully selected, roasted, with
the coffee sold as beans or ground form, providing a place of employment
for those with disabilities.

We use special coffee beans in our own roaster,
making two original blends.
The dark blend combines coffee beans from Brazil, Kenya, and Burundi,
made for people who appreciate a rich and deep coffee experience.
The fragrant blend uses coffee beans from Ethiopia, Kenya, and Burundi
for those who enjoy a brilliant and fragrant blend.

The Secret to HUG’s Delicious Coffee
1. Careful selection
We carefully inspect each bean for defects, including mold, cracks, etc., and eliminate them from the mix.

2. Freshness
We have our own roaster next to where we select the beans and they are roasted soon after inspection and
blending. After cooling the beans are immediately packaged in the same work area, and for coffee grinds, the
coffee beans are immediately ground and packaged.

3. Packaging
We use a packing method that maintains the freshness, preventing air from getting in, while allowing vapors
from the coffee to exit the package.

Regular Coffee(Beans or Grinds)
100 grams

600 yen

200 grams 1,000 yen

Original Drip Packs
5 individual portions

500 yen

10 individual portions 1,000 yen

Project to Make Our Town, Takarazuka, Better
We started a project to bring the delicious fragrance of HUG Coffee to our town.
Partnering with the Red Feather Community Chest (Akai Hane Kyōdō Bokin) and the
Takarazuka Social Welfare Association (Takarazuka Shakyō), we have created an
original order drip cup coffee bag with their respective logos on it. When a set of five
packs is purchased for 600 yen, we will donate 100 yen to the Red Feather effort. We
are one of one hundred other enterprises participating in this “100 Stores Project (Bokin
Hyakkaten).”
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Original Design Drip Cup Coffee Bags and Package Prices
We can make coffee packs designed with photos or logos of your
organization, company, or of your family, friends, and pets. We take
orders of 50 packs or more.
For orders of 100 or more, the cost is 100 yen per pack.
For orders of 99 or less, the cost is 120 yen per pack.
There is an extra charge for boxes and wrapping if applicable.
We can accommodate other requests as well depending on your
budget, so please feel free to contact us.
Hours of Operation:
Weekdays, 10:00-16:00
Closed on Saturday, Sundays, and National Holidays

一般社団法人
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HUG Contact Information:
Address: 1-3-6 Yamamoto Higashi
Takarazuka City, Hyogo Prefecture
Japan
665-0881
Telephone:
+81-797-78-8901
E-mail: sptnethug@gmail.com

